MARABU II.
Radio Control Electric Model plane in Vintage look
Technical data
Wingspan: 2650 mm
Wingchord: 380 mm
Wing Area: 95,33 dm2
Wing airfoil: SPICA mod.
Elevator span: 916 mm
Length: 1860 mm
Height: 725 mm
RTF Weight: cca 3800 g

About "Short KIT" complete
Short KIT contains all the elements of an airplane made from 3mm thick white poplar plywood. Plywood represents
the bulk of the wooden parts of the model. Balsa is used in this model very rare, mostly on the wing torsion nose
sheeting, ribs capstrips and some sheetings of the front fuselage top.
NOTE: Some images of prototype parts can be in these instructions in some places slightly differ optical from the
serial product, but this should not pose any problems in assembling.

ASSEMBLY ADVICES
PREPARATION OF THE PARTS
Prior to the assembly of a particular subassembly (fuselage,
wing, tail ..), individual component pieces of the model is
taken out from the plate using modelling or Olfa knife by
cutting trough small "bridges" that hold the piece to the
base material. Let's try to cut the bridge next to the piece
that leaves us as little as possible for subsequent grinding.
This sanding is carried out with a sand paper that you are
glued to a wooden tongue depressors.
Treatment of the internal corners
Since plywood was milled with a mill bit of certain diameter,
inside corners of the elements are done with a small radius
(r 1mm), which sometimes makes it difficult for joints
(tongue / groove), to sit down together without play, so I
recommend that you file/sand/sharpen all those. We can
use a small file to do that.
"Dry test"
Before the concrete glueing of an assembly is a good idea to do this first "on dry" composition, which means that it
assembled wuthout any use of the glue. Parts are only at some areas held together by using a masking tape. It is
therefore necessary to check if the parts nice sit down together to figure out the correct order of assembly. When
we became familiar with assembly, we can dissassemble it, then really, finally glue together into a whole
subassembly.
I recommend using white glue for wood, because it allows us sufficient time to assemble. You can also compose
parts of the model and fix with masking tape, then joints are glued with thin CA glue. This is of course a faster
process, but the glue is expensive and after a while it becomes relatively fragile. The decision is definitely yours. I
use both adhesives, depending on the part of the airplane, and how fast I want to make the part.
Due to the fact that some of the pieces of the aircraft meet
each other at an cartan angle, there will be spots where
joints will have voids, and purtruding edges. These low
spotss should be filled with lightweight filler, while high
spots should be sanded off. All joints must be sanded clean
and smootg. This way joints will be better and stronger, as
well as the covering film will be smoothly flowed through
these joints. I use balsa Filler, but often also prepare a
simple filler by myself using diluted white glue and wood
dust. Somethimes I use a classic putty for wood.

MODEL PARTS ASSEMBLY
You can start to asssemble any model part, but I recomend to start with simple parts to get feeling about the
assembly process.

FLAPS
Parts for both flaps are on the plate nr.12.

Please make left and right flap! They are mirror image one of another!!

On the top and bottom of the ribs, glue baklsa strips. They are
10mm wide, 1.5mm thick balsa. Sand upper strip at angle, so
it ends towards trailing edge to zero.. We can ad 5-7mm wide
balsa strip also to the upper side of the trailing edge and sand
at angle, so covering film will be easier to apply.
Flaps (and the same is valid also for all other parts), should be
assembled on the flat and straight working surface. leave
them level and weighted, until glue rech full strength.

AILERONS
Parts for ailerons to be found on the plate no. 11.

Because the spar and trailing edge of the aileron is longer than format of plywood, it is first necessary to glue two
pieces together. Longer pieces are located in the lower half of the plate, a short is found in the upper left part of
the panel. We look for parts that match (joints are made so that it is possible to glue together only those pieces
that belong together) and glued
together into a whole. You can glue
pieces on a flat surface until the glue
hardens. I usually use the strong pins
attached to the wooden lining,
interspersed with lined paper napkin,
which is later sand off clean.

Again, be careful to make the left and right-wing!
The wing is assembled oriented as on the aeroplane (the bottom side down), but then when it is glued, turn it
upside down on the woking bench, weighted it so both spar and trailing edge will contact surface all around. This
will assure the proper geometry. Left aileron such until glue is totaly dry.
We finishing ailerons by glueing the uper and lower captrips on the ribs. Use 10mm wide, 1,5mm thick balsa. Add a
5-7mm wide strip of balsa on the top of the trailing edge and sand same way as on the flaps. At the curved part of
the trailing edge, cut balsa strip halfway from the side to allow easier bending when gluing to the curve.

VERTICAL TAIL
Vertical tail parts are situated on the plate nr. 9.

FIN
First, we assemble the fin, as it is the easiest part to make.
Prepare all components.
NOTE!
You can make fixed or removable vertical tail! Removable
tail allow easier transport in the car, while fixed is a little
lighter. If you will make fixed vertical tail, just ignore the
wooden "hook" that is build for attaching the fin to the
elevator mounting joiner.
"Hook" is build up from 3 parts, glued together in one
unit. At glueing, 3mm thick bamboo sticks are used to
align them properly. When glue is dry, cut away sticks and
sand hooh smoothly. Remember, make this part only if
you want removable vertical tail. Othervise, just simply
glue fin to the rear of the fuselage.
I recomend to do "dry test" prior real glueing of the parts.
Use clips and adhesive tape to hold pieces firmly on the
spot, while glue dries. When all of the the pieces of poplar
are glued, sand leading edge at angle both sides (kind of
sharpening) and then apply 1,5mm thick and 10mm wide
balsa both sides. Then sand that balsa in an airfoil shape.
Sand balsa till you came to the plywood at airfoil leading
edge. Next, apply balsa 1.5mm thick and 10mm wide
strips to the ribs. To strengthen the lower edge of the
stabilizer, cover first ribs space with 1.5mm thick balsa.
Use filler to cover all low spots and gaps, then sand
smooth entire part with fine sandpaper.

RUDDER
Prepare all necessarry parts and do teh "dry test
assembly" first. If everything is clear and fit well
together, ther wi went to assembling using glue.
You will find some plates with slots at the centerline.
One are larher another are smaller.n The smaller one
are reinforcments at hinhe points and must be glued in
pairs from inner side of stabilizer and rudder /elevator
spars. The larhger one are helpers to hold trailing and
leading edge above the working bench at constant
distance, till glue of the assembly dry. That way
assembly will be straight without wawines in the leading
and trailing edges.
Same as we did on the stabilizer, here we also use
clamps and adhesive tape to hold parts together until
glue dries. Of course, we must pay attention to make
straight, not twisted parts. When basic frame is glued,
we make leading edge (Balsa strips 1,5mm thick) same
was as we did on the stabilizer. We also glue balsa strips
on all the ribs except tke last one. next we glue hinge
reinforcments (plates with slots) to the inner side of the
fixed and moveable spar. Apply 1,5mm thick balsa sheeting to the bottom rib bay of the rudder. To lover the gap
between stabiklizer and rudder at the hingeline, glue triangular balsa, 3mm thick to the rudder spar. Mark where
slots for the hinges will be made latter to the bapsa with a pencil. Sand smooth complete tail.

HORITONTAL TAIL
Horizontal tail parts are situated on the plate nr. 10. Tip bow (15*) can be found on plate no.7.

First, we start assembling a stabilizer in
exactly the same way as we build vertical tail.
Do not forget to reinforcing plates on the
inside of the slots for the hinges. Complete
tail sand with fine sandpaper.

KRILO
Wing parts can be found on four plates!
2x plate No.7 :

and 2x plate No.8:

First we have to find all the elements for promoters wing by each piece separately draw three segments. Joints are
unique and therefore only right pieces sit nicely together!

From left to right: nose strip, front spar parts, rear spar parts.
ATTENTION! Bottom spar cap is recognized by 5mm large
holes at the wing strut attachment points! Upper spar caps
does not have this hole.
First webs are glued at the bottom of the flange and keep it
assembled at a right angle. The lower spar cap of the rear
spar bends at the tip upwards.
Wing is assembled on the straight bench. First of all, we're
trying to make a rough "dry assembly". Take care in setting
up the ribs. In the drawing, which shows a plate No.7 are ribs
with written numbers. These serve to identify the ribs and
the order of placement in the leaf from the root to the top.

Lock the rear spar at the edge of your mat and start inserting
ribs in the back and the front carrier. Ensure squareness
between the ribs and the carrier. At the same time you can
glue fins on the front of the bar. Intermediate ribs torsion
nose has yet to be inserted. This paste it into place only after
all the main ribs is already in place.
In a couple of ribs in the wing root pasted table for servo
flaps and all reinforcements between them. The hole of the
servomotor from the inside is reinforced by an additional
frame to have the screws for securing the servomotors more grip.
In the reinforcement in the center holes imprint and pasted imprinting M4 nut from the inside to the outside. This
will serve to fix the wing to the fuselage. Both holes for wing joiners from the inside were strenghten further with
two wooden shims, which are glued to the rib No.1.
At wing strut joint location, glue all strenghtening plywood parts. The hole of the servomotor from the inside is
reinforced by an additional frame to have the screws for securing the servomotors more grip..
When glued intermediate ribs in the nose profile, taking care, because the rear rib is different from the others. It is
smaller and has a different shaped hole.
Then we start gluing the upper spar caps of the front and rear spar. Place a straight ruler or a wooden strip above
spar cap and weight it down until the adhesive is completely dried.
Curvature on top of the wing is quite tricky, because it provides a set of elements curvature. Only when all these
elements are glued together, we can be definitively identified. Glue rin caps to all ribs (10mm wide strios of 1,5mm
thick balsa), Glue plank of 1,5mm thick balsa over the torsion nose box. Upper and lower side. Glue solid balsa strip
to the leading edge and sand it to proper airfoil shape. Note: nose checking template is located on the plate No7.

Ensure that both of wing-like symmetrical, namely the model of the year dragged to one side or the other ...

FUSELAHE
Fuselage parts are located on plates No.1 trough No.6.

Six fuselage formers to be found on the plates No. 9, 11 and 12.

To start assembling fuselage, first find the component pieces of the lower part and both sides. When we take them
from the board and prepare them on level ground, assembled and glued together in a whole. The couplings are

made so that it is not possible to glue together two pieces incorrect.

As for all other parts of the airplane, even here I recommend to do first "dry mounting" without sticking to
recognize the elements and the most suitable order of assembly.
Before we begin to glue the hull of the elements at the bottom of the hull pressed into the insert nut M3 (8x) for
fixing the chassis and 2x the insert nut in the reinforcement (10) that
come glued to the extremity of the hull to attach the removable rudder
tail, if you chose it.
After all the ribs, which are in the center of a horizontal transverse
reinforcement, of them glued.

Then
assemble the
front center
"console"
that
combines a
table for
mounting the
battery to the
stage for
mounting the
actuator to
the amount
and direction,
as viewed
from the
front to the
tail.

The fuselage begins composed of the tail towards the front. This is because the last part of the model much simple
and below level. Thus, it can be assembled at the table or board, ribs us ensure that the hull geometry is correct.
As can be glued with white glue, glued to it, where we have too few hands and helpers, and parts assembled, is
fixed with masking tape, clamps and clamps and joints infused with a second adhesive.

Cover of the battery compartment and the side parts of the windscreen covered with 1.5mm thick balzo.
The engine cowling is roughly composed of poplar plywood. When the glue is dry sand the top two side openings
that will account may be bonded two layers of 1.5 mm thick Balsa, which is shaped to such that the fibers will flow
longitudinally to the balsa easier committed towards the front. Then the whole bonnet when installing rounded off
edges. We rounded off the front rib, both on the outer as the inner edge. Let's do as much as radius, say about 3
mm. WING STRUTS

Wing is supported by wing struts. Wing struts are the main structural element and should be done with care. They
are made of carbon fiber tubes 6 / 4mm. At each end are aluminum "quick connectors" for easy mounting and
dismounting wing. Joints on the side with the wing attached to the threaded rod M4, it is possible to set the
fracture and its folding wings, or the proper angle of attack and symmetry. Ensure that before gluing threaded rods
and quick couplers for good clean joints and sealing with quality epoxy glue! Need 2x quick coupler hose 6mm and
4x quick coupling for thread M4. Do you need 2 pieces of threaded rod M4, 50mm length and two M4 nuts. Need
eye screw M4 and bolt with a nut M3 x 20th

Fittings for mounting on the wing braces made of
aluminum angle 10x15x1, 5 mm (see drawing). The
holes have a diameter of 4mm. At the skirt is screwed in
assembly stents. One bolt is M4x20, and the other wood
screw 3x 15. On the fuselage, the struts affixed to the
aluminum strip 12x1,5x62 which are drilled three holes
dia 4mm. The hull is fixed with screws M3x15

WING and TAIL joiner tubes.
Wing is attached to the fuselage troug pair of
carbon joiners. They are short and just transfer lift
and torsion to the fuselage. They dont act against
bending loads! Thats for wing struts are used in
this model. Carbon tubes are 180mm long and are
firmly glued in the fuselage.
Wing is secured against uselage by M4 bolts. If you
solder a washer to the bolt head, it will be easier to
tighten the bolt. You can also use commercial wing
attaching bolt with a plastic knob.

Elevator is attached to the fuselage via two carbon
joiners. Forward youner is 160mm long, while rear
joiner is 240mm long. Secure them centered in the
fuselage with CA glue. Tail is secured against felino
of using pairs of strong arre earth magnets of 10
mm diameter, both in the fuselage and roor ribs of
the stabilizator.

LANDING GEAR
The main landing gear is composed of a steel rod with a diameter of 4mm and the carbon tube 6 / 4mm. If you
expect bad landings, I recommend the use of steel wire ropes and tension springs for further reinforcing the
chassis.

Landing gear is attached to the fuselage underside with 8 bolts M3x20 on the spots, where press nuts are inserted
inside the doublers. Use short pieces of silicone tubing to allow some movements and secure using aluminum
plates. Protect bolts with Thraadloc or Loctite. Carbon tubes meeets at whell. Wrap this joint with thread (rowing)
and soak well with CA glue. Insert an aluminum plate over the joint, glue and install heat shrink tube. If you land
hard, I suggest to add a landing egar wire/spring reinforcment as seen on the photo.
Landing gear dimensions:

TAILWHEEL
Use commercial tailweheel assembly for models up to 4 kg weight or 1/4 scale.
It is bollted on the fin bottom doubler plates.

CONTROL CONNECTIONS
FLAPS, AILERONS: steel rod 2mm with
forks M2.

RUDDER: steel wire 0,9mm. Both ends
fork M2.
ELEVATOR: carbon tube 6/4mm. At
servomotor end, threaded rod M3 ali
M2,5 and fork with arresting nut. At
elevator side, a pair of pushrods M2 with forks and arresting nut. Joint between carbon tube and pushrods glued,
wrapped with thred or rowing, oaked with CA glue and covered with a heat shrink tube. I suggest intsalling of the
elevator pushrod before covering of the fuselage as it is much easier, than on the covered model. Secure all forks
with piece of silicone fuel tubing against unwanted disconnecting in flight.

C.G. AND CONTROLL SURFACES DEFLECTIONS
Suggested C.G. is locate at 1/3 of the wing chord and that is 125mm from the wing leading edge. Ragarding
personal preferences, you can move C.G. by shifting the battera on its tray, or adding/removin lead weight firmly
attached to the firewall.
CONTROLL SURFACES DEFLECTIONS
FLAPS
0°................ normal flight
5°................ take of, gliding
20°.............. slow flight, short take of
45°.............. landing, steep poweless dive, ultrashort take of (at motors of about 1000W)
AILERONS
7,5° ...............up
15°............. ...down
RUDDER
30°.............each direction (should not interfere with elevator!)
ELEVATOR
15-20° .........up and down

SUGGESTED ELECTRONIC EQUIPPMENT:
MOTOR
Min.: TURNIGY 3548-800 AERODRIVE
Optimal: TURNIGY 4258-800
Awesome: Turnigy Aerodrive SK3 - 5045-660kv, propeler APC- E style 14x7", battery 5S 5000 mAh, 40C

ESC
min 40A
BATTERY
4S 4000-5000 mAh, 40C
SERVO FOR ELEVATOR AND RUDDER

Turnigy TGY-4409MD Metal Gear Digital Servo 9.45kg / 0.11sec / 44g
SERVO FOR FLAPS AND AILERONS

Corona DS339HV Digital Metal Gear Servo 5.1kg/ 32g/ 0.13 Sec
ADDITIONAL INFO:
Building thread: http://forum.modelarji.com/viewtopic.php?f=29&t=91474
Photo gallery of building a prototype: http://s71.photobucket.com/user/ultralajt/slideshow/MARABU%20II
Videos of Marabu II. on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nCARYRano0&list=PLcDZRPO63yHsjeYAYHXLDP67V85T8BC3b&index=3

MATERIAL REQUIRED FOR COMPLETION OF THE MODEL
Kokreten inventory depends on the decision of the builder how to be taken concrete detail, drive, comp ....
BALSA
Balsa plates10x100cm, 1.5mm thickness ................... 9 pieces
Balsa plate 10x100cm, thickness 6mm ...................... 1 pc
For the:
The front wings nose strip, 6mm balsa treated after installation in the nose profile
Planking of the wing, fuselage and rib capstrips, 1.5mm balsa
Carbon tubes 6/4
The outer diameter of 6 mm, an internal diameter of 4 mm, length 1m ............ 6 pieces
for the:
Wing joiners, elevator joiners, supports, wingstruts, pushrod to the elevator.
Cabin windows (create a template out of cardboard)
floral transparent film
double-sided adhesive tape
STEERING
pull-pull drive kit (steel Ajla 0,8-0,9mm, fittings, compression rings for steel cables, forks, nuts) ..... 1 set
Steel wire L = 200mm, with thread M2 or M2.5 ..................................... .............. 7 Item
steel fork M2 or M2.5 ........................................... .......................................... 7 Item
nut M2 or M2.5 ............................................ ........................................... 7 Item
tiller DUBRO 19mm .............................................. .................................. 8 pcs
Rate control surface Kawan 34x16 ............................................. ........................ 20 pieces
CHASSIS
kit assembly tail, landing gear or models 1/4 models to max 4kg ............ 1 set
steel wire diameter of 4mm, the wheel axles and the links in the legs undercarriage ............... 1 m
Foam ultralight wheel diameter of 100 to 125mm for the 4mm axis ............................. 1 pair
screw retainer to the wheel axle fi 4mm ........................................... ....................... 1 pair
Various products and hardware (indicative)
whith nuts M3.....................................................................................................10 Item
whith nuts M4......................................................................................................6 Item
screw with cylinder head M3 x 20 (chassis, directional tail fitting splints ............... 20kom
Screw cylinder head M4x30 (mounting wings) ......................................... .............. 4 Item
~ Wood screws 2,5x10 (fixing glazing pritrjevanej fitting, fixing the bonnet ...)
aluminum bracket 10x15mm (fittings brace on the wing)
aluminum strip 12x1,5 (fitting for the stent in the trunk)
Aluminum quick coupler hose 6mm ............................................ ........................... 2 pcs
Aluminum quick coupler for thread M4 ............................................ ........................... 4 pieces
eye screw M4 (junction stents at present) ......................................... .......................... 2 pcs
M4 threaded rods (engine mounting BK) + washers and nuts ............................... 4 sets

